Linguistics Film Series

18:00, Tuesday 11 February, Amfi 1


This short documentary examines the myths and realities about feral children - those who grew up isolated or abandoned – and their language development.
LINGUISTICS FILM SERIES

18:00, Tuesday 18 February, Amfi 1


In this series, an anthropologist analyzes the deaf community of Dutch society from a humorous outsider point of view. *In Dutch with English subtitles.*
LINGUISTICS FILM SERIES

18:00, Tuesday 25 February, Amfi 1

For a Deaf Son (1994)

When a one-year old baby is found to be deaf, his filmmaker father began this video diary. The program tells of a family's journey through a maze of emotional, educational, political and social factors as they face life-changing decisions.
LINGUISTICS FILM SERIES

18:00, Tuesday 3 March, Amfi 1

Wonderstruck (2017)

Two children – one hearing, one deaf - living in different centuries - share a mysterious connection. They time-travel and communicate through sign language after both run away from home for a special quest.